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Abstract 

The human gut is a complex environment that contains a diversity of microorganisms commonly known as the microbiome. Numerous factors 
influence the composition of human gut bacterial communities, either contributing to homeostasis or the instability associated with a variety 
of diseases. In this study, we discuss our understanding that proposes among the most influential factors are likely to be bacteriophages, 
bacteria-infecting viruses that make up a large percentage of the human gut microbiome, demonstrated to have an association with human 
health and diseases such as inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), cardiovascular disease (CVD), etc. to provide new therapeutic approaches.
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Introduction

The human body and the human gut microbiome are 
referred to as the "superorganism" and the "forgotten organ," 
respectively [1]. The human body protects a vast and complex 
ecosystem of microbes, fungi, viruses, bacteria, and other 
living organisms known as the microbiome [1-3]. The human 
intestinal microbiome is effective in both health and disease 
[4]. Most of this microbiota (more than 99%) is located in the 
lower gastrointestinal tract (GIT) [2,5]. The dynamic balance 
of the intestinal microbiome is essential for the normal 
physiology of the host [5]. The intestinal microbiome is 
involved in nutrient uptake, protection, and a wide range of 
diseases, from the gastrointestinal tract to the nervous system 
[1,5]. Most (99%) of microbiome shows focus, particularly 
on bacterial, viral, fungal, and archaeal populations, are 

often forgotten [3,6]. Nevertheless, it is necessary for the 
bacteriophage population that it is not overlooked [7]. 
Bacteriophages were primarily found in the early 1900s by 
Twort and d'Herelle [5]. Bacteriophages, viruses that only 
infect bacteria as a specific strain, are the most common viral 
components in the human body and are foretold to play an 
important role in keeping human health through proceedings 
like horizontal gene transfer [5,8].

Relationships among bacterial populations and 
bacteriophages play an important role in controlling bacterial 
biomass, keeping biodiversity, horizontal gene transfer, and 
directing biogeochemical cycles in the Earth's biosphere 
[9,10]. Significantly, special and permanent variations in 
phage composition were identified in various intestinal and 
systemic conditions like malnutrition, inflammatory bowel 
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disease (IBD), and acquired immune deficiency syndrome 
(AIDS). By primary recognition of phages, they were used as 
an alternative to antibiotic treatment [9-12] (Figure 1). 

We must perceive the natural interplays of phage in the 
human microbiome to be able to perform phage therapy 
safely and efficiently. Lately, the approximation number of 
bacteriophages in the human intestine has been estimated 
at nearly 1010 per gram of stool [13]. The genetic substance 
encapsulated in these phages is either RNA or DNA, which 
has the ability to be single-stranded (ss-) or double-stranded 
(ds-) [11,13]. The whole population of phages is known as a 
phageome. In this study, we will concentrate on how to study 
phageome, classification composition, dynamics, and spatial 
structure of bacteriophage communities, and the specific 
characteristic of their interplay with their hosts in a healthy 
human intestine and its significant roles and functions that act 
on both human disease and health.

Role of Bacteriophage in Human Disease

It is significant to ponder whether the interaction of phage 
with commensal bacteria can change the composition of 
society in a way that affects the operation of the immune 
system and the diffusion of pathogenic viruses or even 
bacteria [14].  Whereas phagocytic clearance is the final fate 
of many circulating phages, phages are internalized by a 
different set of eukaryotic cells through nonspecific uptake, 
receptor-associated endocytosis, and uptake of bacterial 
retaining prophages [15]. Phages can indirectly adjust the 
immune system. Like effect on a common or pathogenic 
bacterial host can change the host's infectivity and virulence. 
For instance, lysogenicity can rise the compatibility of bacteria 

via a mechanism named "lysogenic conversion" [16]. Phage-
encoded proteins take part in human immunity and bacterial 
virulence. Lysogenic phages permit their bacterial hosts to 
encode proteins attacking tissue barriers. Maybe the fine 
investigated is the cholera toxin encoded by a mild phage 
called σctx, which parasitizes Vibrio cholerae [17].  

The stimulator of the interferon genes (STING) pathway 
has been indicated to be the great axis for cytosolic dsDNA 
assay. Whereas there are signs that arranged phages attain 
the cytosol, there has been no report of STING involvement 
in phage assays [5]. Bacteriophages present Ig-like receptors 
(immunoglobulins) on the capsid that react with mucin 
glycoproteins and can control innate and acquired immunity 
[18]. There is proof that phageom can affect the innate and 
adaptation system and play a protective role in the intestinal 
mucosa [19]. The patient's gut environment can become 
inflamed and trigger the activation of prophage in Salmonella, 
resulting in bacterial cell death and the development of 
imbalanced gut bacteria [20]. Intestinal phages may directly 
rise gut permeability, causing the transfer of bacteria and 
bacterial products from the intestine into the bloodstream, 
which provides a chronic inflammatory reaction [21].

Does the Phageome Play a Role in Human Gut 
Health?

Solving these answers gives an explicit sight of the operation 
link between human disease and phageome. The constitution 
of the intestine microbiota is initial at birth, when vast 
bacterial colonization of the baby happens due to exposure 
to skin, vaginal, and fecal microbiome [22].  Bacteriophages 
can affect the combination of bacteria, alter their function and 

Figure 1: The lysogenic and lytic cycles of the enteric phageome and their local and systemic consequences.
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relationship with epithelial cells, adjust the glycoprotein mucin 
layer, and adjust other communities of microorganisms. In 
addition, they are dynamic organisms that can move through 
the intestinal barrier, transfer into the peripheral blood and 
tissues, and operate the immune system [23].  The human 
intestinal phageom represents a prevalent reservoir of several 
abundant families. These are Myoviridae, single-stranded 
Microviridae, Siphoviridae, the ubiquitous crAssphage, and 
many low-frequency families accountable for interpersonal 
diversity [24]. There is a great deal of interpersonal difference 
among the phageome of healthy people [25]. Bacteriophages 
choose certain bacteria in the intestinal mucosa by applying 
for horizontal gene transfer. They affect their mutation and 
genetic diversity and therefore modulate their variability and 
frequency [26].  

A study demonstrated that a little set of phages are detected 
in most healthy individuals [27]. The intestinal microbiome 
is progressively known as a key factor in human health and 
different chronic human illness can be associated with 
gut microbiome disorder [28]. In adulthood, the intestinal 
phageom is dominated by phages that exhibit a moderate 
lifestyle [29].

Residual phages on mucosal surfaces enable non-
host immunity versus bacterial infection [18]. The role of 
bacteriophages in gut physiology is more principal than 
changing the bacterial population by phage infection [28]. 
Mucosal binding was presented to increase the susceptibility 
of some bacteria to phage-associated lysis. Significantly, 
permanent and particular alterations in phageom composition 
were identified in a number of different intestinal-related and 
systemic statuses like IBD, AIDS, and malnutrition [30].  In 
addition, documentation of the transfer proficiency of sterile 
feces filters in the cure of C. difficile infection (CDI) refers to the 
potential capability of intestinal phages to limit the growth 
of pathobiont and increase the natural richness of intestinal 
microbiota [31].

Impact of Medical Interventions on the Phageome

Phages capable of covering bacteria with genes take part in 
the metabolism of toxins, polysaccharides, and carbohydrates, 
and in scarce subjects is a source of antibiotic resistance [14].  
Bacteriophage therapy has a vigorous potential to cure some 
extraintestinal illnesses, especially in cases related to bacterial 
infections [32]. Like the microbiome, everyone has a unique 
phageom, sensitive to dietary interventions, antibiotics, 
and illness [11]. Because phages are a significant item of 
the microbiota, antibiotic disturbance may influence phage 
communication and increase their amount of proliferation, in 
that way growing phage-associated gene transfer [33]. 

Medical methods and cures can influence intestinal phage, 
containing the well-documented effect of antibiotics. The 
impress of broad-spectrum antibiotics on the intestinal 
bacterial population is non-targeted killing, causing a 

dysbiotic condition [34]. Yang et al. showed that a cocktail 
of an antiviral medicine exacerbates dextran sulfate sodium 
(DSS) made colitis in mice while intestinal dormant viruses 
detected by Toll-like receptors (TLRs) 3 and TLR7 through an 
interferon-producing (IFN)-β. Although, while phages make 
up the majority of gut viruses, this investigation did not certain 
focus on the duty of phages [30]. 

Fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) - Transfer of 
feces material from a healthy donor to a person with a 
gastrointestinal disorder with the aim of restoring healthy 
intestinal microbiota. It has been displayed to be a phage 
component that is very important in FMT and can better 
performance [35,36]. 

Cardiovascular Disease (CVD)

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a term used to explain 
different types of disorders and illnesses which influence 
the blood vessels and eventually the heart. Heart failure, 
atherosclerosis, and high blood pressure are some of the 
situations that can lead to CVD [37].  CVD is the main cause of 
global mortality with 17.3 million deaths worldwide and one 
in three deaths in the United States each year [38].   

Anyhow a study declared that intestinal dysbiosis or 
abnormal alters in the intestinal microbial flora, can be widely 
involved in the development of CVD, through the production 
of metabolic products made by pathogenic bacteria [39]. 
Diangaran et al. presented the circulating virus in healthy 
individuals and patients with CVD and found that the viromes 
of CVD were mainly filled with phages, which accounted 
for 63% of all viral sequences in comparison with 18% in 
healthy individuals [40]. The cause of CVD may be bacterial, 
with a direct connection between the risk of atherosclerotic 
cardiovascular illness and bacterial metabolites [41]. Some 
cytokines taking part in CVD are challenging with proof of 
anti-atherosclerotic effects. Hence, the role of phages in the 
progress of CVD can be because of modulatory effects on the 
inflammatory reaction [42].

Impact of Diet on the Phageome

Gut microbiota is well known to be influenced by diet, 
especially by bacteria. Because phageome composition, 
population, and variation are affected by microbiomes, it is 
believed that phageome properties are influenced by diet 
[24,42-46].  The composition and diversity of phageomes 
change from infancy to adulthood as a result of dietary changes. 
To shed light on this issue, it was observed that Microviridae 
are more abundant in the gut of mice eating high-fat diets 
and in infants who are breastfed high-fat milk [47,48].  As a 
consequence, the phage community shifts irreversibly within 
24 hours of a high saturated fat diet regardless of the bacterial 
hosts, Howe and Ringus et al. suggest that diet-induced 
changes in the phage community are persistent [49].
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Furthermore, phageome disruptions in malnourished infants 
have been observed to play a pathophysiological role by 
causing a shift in the microbiota into a disease-associated state 
with age [50,51]. In general, healthy adults with stable lifestyles 
have stable phageome compositions, populations, and 
variations [44]. Different dietary regimens alter the proportion 
and variability of phageomes in the gut, resulting in different 
phages being incorporated into the genomes of different gut 
bacterial taxa depending on the diet of the mice [52]. Short-
chain fatty acids and fructose, for instance, lead to activating 
a prophage from the lysogenic gut commensal Lactobacillus 
reuteri and causing it to produce acetic acid, which leads to 
the release of phages (Figure 2) [53]. Moreover, Garmaeva and 
colleagues investigated the effects of gluten-free diets (GFDs) 
on virome composition. There were significant changes in the 
abundance of three distinct viral families, namely crAss-like, 
Podoviridae, and Virgaviridae, at the nominal level of 0.05 [54]. 
In a study of obese mice fed a high-fat, high-sugar 'Western' 
diet, it was demonstrated that their mucosal and luminal 

viromes were significantly enriched with temperate phages of 
the Caudovirales order (Bacilli, Negativicutes, and Bacteroidia 
classes) [55]. Therefore, refined foods may modulate/affect 
microbiome diversity through phageomes. On the other 
hand, phageomes population/variation is affected by what 
we eat daily [46]. In this regard, an impressive number of RNA 
viruses detected in the gut have been linked to eukaryotic 
and plant viruses.  Moreover, bacteriophages that survive 
food and water decontamination processes alter/increase gut 
phageome compositions and populations [56-58]. As a source 
of bacteriophages, unpasteurized milk can also pose a threat 
to health by altering the gut microbiome [59]. In other words, 
our daily food regimen is connected to our phage intake.

Diabetes and Phageome

The gut phageomes are at the root of the development of 
diabetes since they serve as environmental factors within the 
gut.  Two major phage groups, Myoviridae and Podoviridae, 
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Figure 2: Presence of phages in circulation. Phages may be present in the circulation in a healthy individual (A) as well as during the course 
of intestinal inflammation (B). The higher abundance of phages in the circulation during intestinal inflammation may be due to increased 
intestinal permeability and the erosion of the mucosal wall.
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differed between patients suffering from type 1 diabetes (T1D) 
and healthy individuals, implicating that diabetes affects gut 
phage distribution [42,60,61].  In T1D there is a correlation 
between autoantibodies and amyloid-producing E. coli in 
the gut. The diversity of E. coli phages in the intestinal tract of 
these individuals with T1D is significantly greater compared to 
healthy controls, and approximately all were lysogenic. It was 
also found that the ratio of phages to E. coli was higher in T1D 
individuals, which suggests that continual induction of phages 
or E. coli harboring them could be beneficial for individuals 
with T1D [21]. In addition, it was observed that the abundance 
of Bacteroides dorei populations, containing numerous 
methylase genes in their genomes, was more prevalent in 
patients with type 1 diabetes and those at risk of developing 
islet autoimmunity. As a result, it is possible that B. Dorei might 
alter the autoimmunity of islet cells via gene manipulation 
[62]. Similarly, the gut phages of T2D patients carried a large 
number of genes that silently contributed to the pathogenesis 
of the human disease [42,63,64]. A bioinformatics study based 
on metagenomic sequencing and intestinal phage types in 
stool samples from normal and T2DM individuals  identified 
that the number of phages, particularly the T2DM-specific 
phage 7 pOTU, in the intestinal tract of diabetic patients 
was significantly increased [28]. Additionally, CrAssphage 
correlated with B. Dorei, but not other Bacteroides. CrAssphage 
and islet autoimmunity, however, did not have a significant 
relationship [65].  On the other hand, Chen et al. explored 
the role of extracellular phages in T2D pathogenesis by 
investigating changes in the extracellular phageome.  The 
results of their study revealed that there was not only an 
increase in Enterobacteriaceae bacteria but also a significant 
shift in intestinal phage populations, such that abundances 
of 7 distinct phages were detected to be elevated specifically 
associated with Enterobacteriaceae hosts as contributing 
factors to T2D pathogenesis and development. Furthermore, 
tissue samples from T2D patients have shown an increase 
in podoviridae, a bacteriophage that infects E.coli and 
Clostridium and reproduces alongside its host bacteria as a 
part of the disease [64].  As the first strategy to prevent the 
harmful effects of gut microbiota on diabetic patients, fecal 
virome transplantation (FVT) has been shown to alleviate 
obesity and type 2 diabetes in mice, by altering the bacterial 
and viral components of the intestinal microbiota.  FVT in 
mice improves blood glucose tolerance compared to controls 
by decreasing some effects of a high-fat diet [36,42,65-67]. To 
sum up, it is unknown how temperate phages contribute to 
human disease and it remains to be determined if prophages 
are induced in the gut environment and are responsible for 
the development of T1D or T2D, or if autoimmunity induces 
prophage induction.

Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD)

Human health and disease have been linked to the intestinal 
microbiome. As a member of the microbiome, phages have 

an impact on gut health both directly and indirectly, resulting 
in systemic health effects. Two major inflammatory bowel 
diseases are Crohn's disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC) 
[24,42,68-70]. UC involves inflammation and ulceration only in 
the colon and rectum of the digestive tract, whereas CD is an 
inflammation that affects the ileum and colon. Complications 
from the CD include abscesses, fistulas, and strictures when it 
affects the entire intestinal wall, whereas complications from 
UC occur in the inner intestinal lining in the form of crypt 
abscesses and cryptitis [71]. Active inflammation during a 
nutrient shortage is a known trigger of bacterial stress, resulting 
in lysogeny excision.  Stressed bacteria typically compete for 
scarce nutrients in inflammatory diseases such as IBD, resulting 
in a dysbiotic microbiome, causing an environment conducive 
to an IBD-associated phage bloom [72]. IBD development 
and progression are associated with gut phage homeostasis, 
according to several studies using clinical samples and 
experimental models [72,73]. When Salmonella is exposed to an 
inflammatory gut environment, prophages are induced, which 
renders the bacteria lysed, leading to gut dysbiosis [20]. IBD 
patients have an increased number of virulent phages capable 
of lysing host bacteria in the gut.  Both CD and UC patients 
exhibit dysbiosis of gut bacteria, which includes an expanded 
population of potentially pathogenic proteobacteria (e.g., E. 
coli and Fusobacteria) and a reduced population of potentially 
protective Firmicutes (e.g., Faecalibacterium prausnitzii, 
Rumininococci, and Clostridium clusters IV and XIVa) [74-
76]. Bacteroides uniformis and Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron 
have an increased abundance of phages and a decreased 
abundance of their host bacteria [77]. Furthermore, gut 
phages can also increase intestinal permeability, which can 
ultimately lead to bacterial translocation from the gut into the 
bloodstream, contributing to chronic inflammation [68,78]. 
In this way, through interaction with the immune system and 
inducing innate and adaptive immunity, phages can control 
populations of invasive bacteria in the gut and maintain 
intestinal barrier function [18].  In addition, phages affect 
IBD through the activation of TLR3 and TLR7, which induce 
the release of interferon-β (IFN-β) [79]. The increase in CD4+ 
and CD8+ T cells in the mesenteric lymph nodes (MLNs) is 
also associated with their use. Studies conducted in vitro also 
revealed that TLR9 interaction with dendritic cells increases 
IFN-γ production, thus enhancing intestinal inflammation and 
the severity of diseases [80]. 

Anyway, epifluorescent microscopy revealed a ten-fold higher 
phageome population in CD tissues compared to control 
tissues when taking biopsies of ulcerated and non-ulcerated 
tissues [81]. It was found that Siphoviridae, Myoviridae, and 
Podoviridae morphotypes were more frequently observed on 
the mucosa of individuals with non-ulcerated mucosa than on 
ulcerated tissues. In conclusion, there is a co-occurrence of a 
reduction in health-associated virulent phages accompanied 
by a rise in unique temperate phage populations that are 
predominantly lytic rather than lysogenic [81].  In a study of 
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metagenomics, a mice model with colitis as well as people 
with IBD showed a shift from an ordered to a stochastic 
dysbiosis of intestinal phage populations. The authors noticed 
that the phage community diversity decreased, subsets of 
phages expanded, and certain phages' numbers decreased 
(for example, Clostridiales phages) during colitis [72]. Along 
with an increase in the number of phages in the gut of CD 
patients, some phage families, such as the Caudovirales, 
have become more dominant. Caudovirales richness and 
diversity are inversely correlated with bacterial diversity, 
suggesting that fluctuations in disease are not associated 
with host number, but rather are caused by phage [42,82]. 
It is commonly known that bacteria such as Bacteroides are 
the hosts of the phages. The two most prominent phages 
are those that infect Bacteroides fragilis, which is associated 
with gut health [83,84].  In CD, Faecalibacterium prausnitzii 
is also a phage that inhibits inflammation.  A phage cocktail 
administered in an experiment targeting pathogenic 
Enterobacteriaceae, Streptococcaceae, and Staphylococcaceae 
caused a reduction in gut Faecalibacterium abundance, which 
is associated with inflammation and altered gut permeability 
[78,85,86]. As in CD, there is an increased abundance of 
Escherichia, Streptococcus, Enterobacteria, and Caudovirales 
phages in the gut mucosa of individuals with UC, and they 
have a decreased amount of Microvirides, indicating that they 
are directly contributing to inflammatory processes in the gut. 
Consequently, the changes in bacterial diversity among these 
subjects were inversely correlated with the changes in phage 
patterns [60].  Fecal microbiota transplant (FMT) effectiveness 
is correlated with intestinal Caudovirales in humans with UC 
[31,35,36]. A lower abundance of Caudovirales was detected 
in UC patients that responded well to FMT than after 
treatment, suggesting that the intestinal phage community 
was responsible for worsening the condition. Phage therapy 
is therefore impacted by phages, so clinicians should be aware 

of this. It is interesting to observe that the composition of the 
gut virome of CD and UC patients differed significantly. This 
suggests that even within IBD, phageomes may be influenced 
by specific environmental changes [87].

For the treatment of IBD, phage therapy has been proposed 
as an effective alternative to traditional treatments, such as 
prebiotics and fecal microbiota transplants [88]. CD patients 
have an increased rate of phage therapy, which mainly targets 
the adherent invasive Escherichia coli (AIEC) that maintains 
intestinal inflammation in IBD [89,90]. In a dextran sulfate 
sodium (DSS) induced colitis mice model, phage therapy 
was used against the AIEC strain. Results showed that phage 
cocktail treatment for a single day drastically decreased the 
colonization of AIEC strain LF82, which was associated with 
significantly diminished symptoms over  2 weeks [91]. An 
experimental trial with a double-blinded placebo-controlled 
crossover also found that E coli-targeting phages were 
effective in reducing fecal E. coli levels without disturbing 
the gut microbiota community's composition and increased 
levels of anti-inflammatory cytokines IL-4 [92,93]. The ability of 
phages to modulate the balance of intestinal microbiota and 
immune response is not fully understood, and more research 
is needed. Overall, changes in population of phageomes in 
different human diseases are shown in Table 1.

Metagenomics and Phageome

The human gut is home to a variety of prokaryotic 
organisms, including bacteria, bacteriophages, and archaea. 
Bacteriophages, generally known as phages, can colonize 
many body organs to perform their desired/undesirable roles; 
however, their function in the gut, known as phageome, 
is often overlooked [24,27,94-97].  Virome shows that the 
most non-pathogenic phages, temperate phages, infect the 

Table 1. Changes in population of phageomes in different human diseases.

Disease Description Ref. 

Cardiovascular disease The viromes of CVD are mainly filled with phages accounted for 63% of all viral sequences 
in comparison with 18% in healthy individuals [42]

Type 1 and 2 diabetes

1) It was found that the ratio of phages to E. coli and B. Dorei were higher in T1D 
individuals.

2) In the intestinal tract of diabetic patients, 7 pOTU, podoviridae, and CrAssphage were 
significantly increased

[21,64,65]

Inflammatory bowel 
disease

1) Both CD and UC patients exhibit dysbiosis of gut bacteria including an expanded 
population of potentially pathogenic proteobacteria (e.g., E. coli and Fusobacteria) and a 
reduced population of potentially protective Firmicutes (e.g., Faecalibacterium prausnitzii, 
Rumininococci, and Clostridium clusters IV and XIVa.

2) Bacteroides uniformis and Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron have an increased abundance of 
phages and a decreased abundance of their host bacteria.

3) Siphoviridae, Myoviridae, and Podoviridae morphotypes were more frequently observed 
on the mucosa of individuals with non-ulcerated mucosa than on ulcerated tissues.

[74-76,81]
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bacteria by incorporating their genomes into the bacteria 
genome and subsequently, modify the phenotype of the 
bacteria by lysogenic conversion into episomes in order 
to regulate the bacteria biomass [44,98,99]. Phageome 
diversity, which makes up most of the virome population, is 
correlated with the bacterial diversity of the gut in different 
individuals. Therefore, the human gut phageome is highly 
individual-specific [25,44,82,100]. The use of flow cytometry 
and microscopic techniques, such as transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) and epi-fluorescence microscopy (EFM), is 
beneficial to reveal the large diversity of viral morphotypes 
in each individual feces that can be compared against others 
[81,101]. Overall, various molecular and microscopy based 
methods available to study the human phageome are listed in 
Table 2 and Figure 3.

Additionally, the phagosomes were found to be dominated 
by the Caudovirales order, which is represented by families like 
Siphoviridae, Podoviridae, and Myoviridae [110]. A metagenomic 
analysis also indicated that CrAss-like phages constitute 
the majority of the human gut-associated viruses in 50% of 
individuals because they account for 90% of metagenomic 
reads [111-113]. By analyzing fecal viromes, high-throughput 
metagenomic sequencing can enable us to uncover all 
phageome phenotypes/families, composition, and function 
in human gut phageomes. According to preliminary studies of 
metagenomic sequencing, most sequences of viral genomes 
(81%-93%) do not align with any known virus genome. This is 
known as "viral dark matter". Virological dark matter represents 
a gap in knowledge about the taxonomic composition 
and population structure of the gut phageome, as well as 
a bioinformatics problem [114,115]. As well as sequencing 
techniques, metagenomics analysis of phageomes relies on 

protocols of storing, separating, and extracting pure nucleic 
acids from viral particles without contamination as a pre-stage 
to the metagenomics analysis [116]. First, keep fecal samples 
from freezing and throwing. To isolate phageomes, re-suspend 
them in a pH-buffered saline solution or a mixture of sodium 
chloride and magnesium sulfate [95,117]. To isolate phageome 
particles, the size of the filter pores must be carefully selected, 
and the supernatant of the centrifuged fecal sample must be 
filtered accurately because particle concentration and purity 
will affect their composition [95,118]. To concentrate and 
purify the samples before nucleic acid extraction, Polyethylene 
glycol (PEG) precipitation, Caesium chloride (CsCl) density 
centrifugation, and Tangential-flow filtration (TFF) will be 
useful [118-120]. Once the phageoms have been purified and 
concentrated appropriately, it is time to extract the nucleic 
acid (RNA or DNA). Both the phenol/chloroform protocol and 
the formamide/cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) 
method have traditionally been used to extract nucleic acids 
from bacteria and viruses, respectively [121]. Due to their RNA 
nature, some plant phageome genomes, such as Pepper mild 
mottle virus (PMMV), should be converted to cDNA by reverse 
transcriptase enzyme.  When determining the phageome 
composition, nucleic acid extraction accuracy is extremely 
crucial, just as it was before [57]. The extracted nucleic acid 
is then amplified using whole genome amplification (WGA) 
methods like multiple displacement amplification (MDA), 
prior to sequencing to assist in an appropriate concentration 
of the phageome nucleic acid required for library preparation 
[120,122,123]. To create the phageome genome library, next-
generation sequencing (NGS) is used. The NGS process involves 
cleaving the extracted nucleic acids into shorter fragments, 
ligating the terminal adapter sequences, amplifying, and 
sequencing the libraries, and finally assembling the short 

Table 2. Various molecular and microscopy based methods available to study the human phageome.

Method Basis of detection/enumeration Description Ref.

Double agar overlay assay 
(DLA) Virulent phage particles Simple, effective, gold standard, 

shows active virulence [102]

Transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) Magnification of virus particles Works well with unknown phages [103]

Flow cytometry Viral particles Can detect different phages in a 
sample [104]

NanoSight Nanoparticle detection by laser-illuminated 
optical microscopy Rapid runtime [105]

qPCR/RT-qPCR Viral nucleic acid Precise, reproducible [105]

Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) Viral nucleic acid No need for internal standards [106]

Mass spectrometry Viral protein Accurate in determining PFU [107]

Illumina sequencing Viral nucleic acid library Not well suited for quantification [108]

PacBio sequencing Viral nucleic acid Prone to sequencing errors [108]

NanoPore sequencing Viral nucleic acid (can be amplified if needed) Compact, rapid, multiple use [109]
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sequences into larger contigs. NGS platforms such as 
Illumina HiSeq and Oxford Nanopore, which provide rapid, 
cost-effective, and advanced long-read sequencing are also 
available [95]. Pacific Biosciences and Oxford Nanopore have 
developed long-read sequencing technologies that can also 
be used to obtain information about methylation patterns 
by scaffolding large viral genomes. Information about 
methylation patterns of phageome patterns can facilitate host 
prediction and study the population structure at a  single-
virion level [124]. The sequenced fragmented phageome 
genomes will finally be analyzed with bioinformatics software 
to identify or characterize the viral contigs by using NGS 
platforms, such as Illumina HiSeq or MiSeq, Viral MetaGenome 
Annotation Pipeline (VMGAP), Viral Informatics Resource for 
Metagenomics Exploration (VIROME), VirSorter, DemoVir, 
DeepVirFinder, Detection & Analysis of viral and Microbial 
Infectious Agents by NGS (DAMIAN), Metavir 2 and etc., are of 
these bioinformatics programs [95,125-128] (Figure 4).

Conclusion and Future Directions

Nowadays, more and more evidence suggest that 
bacteriophages influence the structure and function of the 
gut microbiome, ultimately affecting health and disease. Gut 

phage community development and structure are probably 
crucial to health, implying that the concept of microbiome 
dysbiosis applies to phages as well. Bacteriophages of the 
gut are typically induced by prophages found in the local 
bacterial community. This study has the potential to augment 
comprehension of the taxonomic data about phageome, while 
also expediting the investigation of the functional capabilities 
inherent in phage genomes. Also, it can be conducted from 
this review that despite the availability of phageome's 
genome sequence, the identification of these elusive entities 
from intricate genomic data continues to pose a formidable 
challenge.

Despite this, more investigations in the future are needed 
to fully understand the multiple cellular and molecular 
mechanisms underlying the effects of phageomes in the 
treatment and/or prevention of diseases such as IBD, CVD, 
and even multiple cancers, especially colorectal cancer. 
Furthermore, we suggest that more studies can be conducted 
in the future to evaluate the prophylactic effects of using 
bacteriophages in susceptible populations with a familial 
history of IBD, CVD, etc. to prevent or delay the onset of disease. 
In addition, bacteriophages could reduce antibiotic resistance 
and can improve anti-bacterial therapeutic approaches.
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 Figure 3. Basis of a viral/phage isolation protocol. Fecal samples are often used as a proxy for human gut virome. Through four main 
processes, the viral and phage communities of the human gut are analyzed: (i) acquisition and storage of samples, the (ii) concentration of 
viral particles, (iii) extraction of pure nucleic acids with the elimination of free nucleic acids, and (iv) successful sequencing and bioinformatic 
analysis of these nucleic.
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